A method has been developed for modeling structure-property relationships of nano-structured materials.
In the current study, the effective thickness will be calculated as an example of the proposed approach.
Notation for graphite orientation
In order to clarify some of the notation used in this paper, a brief description of the commonly used notation for graphite is necessary. A graphene sheet is composed of bonded carbon atoms arranged in a repeating array of regular hexagons ( Figure  1 ). The simplest way of specifying the orientation of a graphite structure is in terms of a vector D that joins two equivalent points (atoms) of the graphene sheet. The vector may be expressed as:
where the index [3 = 1_2:a13 are the unit-cell base vectors of the graphene sheet ( Figure  1 ): n[_ is a set of integers where n_->n2: and the summation convention is used for repeated indices.
It is common to express equation (1) in terms of the integers as the ordered pair (nj.n2).
Representative volume element
To reduce the time and number of computations associated with modeling the graphene sheet, a representative volume element (RVE) for graphene was used in this study' ( Figure  2 
Modeling procedure
The proposed method of modeling nano-structured materials with an equivalent-continuum is outlined below. The approach uses the energy terms that are used in molecular mechanics modeling for the development of a continuum solid. Therefore, a brief description of molecular mechanics is given first lbllowed by an outline of the equivalent-truss and equivalent-continuum model development.
Molecular mechanics
An important component in molecular mechanics calculations of the nano-structure of a material is the description of the forces between individual atoms. This description is characterized by a force field.
In the most general form, the total potential energy of the force field for a nanostructured material is described by the sum of many individual energy contributions:
where E°, E°, E _, and _ are the energies associated with bond stretching, angle variation, properties. In other cases,especially with complex geometriesand deformations,numerical tools needto beusedto determinethe continuumparameters.
Once an equivalent-continuummodel hasbeen determined,the mechanicalbehaviorof larger structuresmadeof the nano-structured materialmay be predictedusing the standardmethodsof continuummechanics. 
and the equilibrium bond length, P,, is 0.140 nm.
Truss model
Since it is difficult to express the mechanical strain energy, A t. of the truss model in terms of the variable truss joint angles that are specified in molecular mechanics (0i-®,), the RVE has been instead modeled with extra rods between nearly adjacent joints to represent the interaction between the corresponding carbon atoms ( Figure  3) . In order to represent the chemical model. which has bond stretching and variable angles as degrees of freedom, with a truss model that has stretching degrees of freedom only. two types of elastic rods. a and h, are incorporated into the truss RVE.
The mechanical strain energy. A t, of the discrete truss system in Figure 3 is expressed in the form of equation (3):
where the superscripts correspond to rod types a and b, respectively. Comparing equations (4) and (6), it is clear that the bond stretching term in the equation (4) can be related to the first term of equation (6) for the rods of type a:
where it is assumed that 9, = r" and P, = R,". However, the second terms in equations (4) (4) and (6), it can be assumed that p;" = R_' and that small angle approximations are valid. With these assumptions it can be shown that: 
Therefore, the Young's moduli of the two rod types are:
The strain energy of the truss model may be expressed as:
Thus, the strain energy of the truss model is expressed terms of the vibrational potential energy constants.
Equivalent-plate model
Working with the assumptions discussed herein, the next step in linking the molecular and continuum models is to replace the equivalent-truss model with an equivalent-continuous plate with a finite thickness ( Figure  3 ). This replacement is accomplished by determining and equating the strain energies of the truss and continuum models for a specific set of applied loads. For the case of the RVE shown in Figure 2 , a direct solution of strain energy of the equivalent plate in terms of displacements is quite difficult to obtain in closed form. A simple and accurate way of calculating the strain energy of the truss and continuum RVE representations is to model them numerically by using the finite element method [32] . For a given set of loading conditions, the strain energies of the two models may then be quickly calculated and compared. Once this is accomplished, then the finite thickness of the equivalent plate is determined, and therefore, the effective thickness of a graphene sheet is known.
In order to satisfy the first condition of the criteria specified in section 3.3, it was assumed that the equivalent plate may be modeled using plate-like finite elements. To satisfy the second condition, it was assumed that the nodes of the two models are located at the same points, with the same degrees of freedom. A simple configuration that satisfies this requirement is shown in Figure 3 , where the finite element nodes are located at each truss joint on the RVE edges (the intersections of the type h rods are not joined) and at the comers of the 4-noded equivalent-plate elements.
These nodes are allowed to translate in the x_ and x2 directions only (The origin of the coordinates is indicated in Figure 3 and located at the centroid of the RVE). Therefore, the degrees of freedom of the two models are identical. For condition 3, the displacement gradients of the truss elements and the edges of the continuum elements were assumed to be linear.
Finally, to satisfy condition 4, the two finite element models were subjected to identical loading conditions with the total strain energies calculated based on the nodal displacements. 
Boundary conditions
In 
where u_k "_ is the displacement of a specific RVE lace; d_ _i is the vector of periodicity: h_ is the macroscopic, volume-averaged displacement: x¢ is the RVE coordinate system located at the centroid of the RVE ( Figure  3) ; the superscript e_ is the RVE face under consideration; and the subscripts k,l,m = 1,2, where repeated indices imply summation over the range of the index. The vector of periodicity is any vector that connects two equivalent points in a periodic array. The vectors of periodicity of particular interest here are those that connect points in adjacent RVEs. Figure 5 shows the vectors of periodicity for each set of faces of the RVE. It should be noted that d_, _1 is parallel to a2 and d_, is parallel to a_ (see Figures  1 and 5 ). The vectors of periodicity for each face are defined with respect to the xk coordinate system by: ,,'?' [-43x,
Three different sets of displacement boundary conditions were applied to the RVE in this study. Each set is discussed below.
Case I: uniaxial dLwlacements along (nl, O)
A macroscopic graphene sheet is subjected to uniaxial loading conditions as shown in Figure 6 .
An axial displacement A is prescribed on the upper edge while the lower edge is constrained. Since small elastic displacements are assumed, the strains and constitutive equations are [38] :
where ct_ and _22 are normal strains, and _51_, and _22 are normal stresses in the plate. (17) and (18) The global and RVE coordinates are related by:
Substitution of equations
where./_, is a vector indicating the relative position of the two coordinate systems with respect to each other. Using equations (15), (19), and (20), the RVE boundary, displacements are determined to be:
Case H. uniaxial displacements along (0. n#
The same macroscopic graphene sheet studied in Case I is now subjected to a different set of displacements, as shown in Figure 7 . The boundary conditions for this case are: 
4.3 Case IlL (pure-shear disphlcements)
The macroscopic graphene sheet is now subjected to pure shear, as indicated in Figure 8 . ,_, (._)= R,.;,+B& +B;
The boundary conditions are:
["' ) _, -7,.__, =0
. (27), the RVE boundary displacements may be determined:
To simplify the application of equations (21) 
Finite element modeling
The truss and continuum representations of the RVE were modeled using ANSYS :":'5.4 [39] . In the truss model, each pin-jointed extensible rod was modeled using a finite truss element (LINK1) with two degrees of freedom at each node (displacements parallel to xl and x2). Rod types a and b were assumed to have the same cross-sectional area and different Young's moduli. The entire RVE was modeled with the cross-sectional areas of the type a rods divided by a factor of 2, since these rods are sharing their total area with adjacent RVEs. The equivalent-plate RVE was modeled by using two plane-stress 4-noded quadrilateral elements (PLANE42) with linear displacement fields on the edges ( Figure  3 ). The boundary conditions described above were applied to each node for a macroscopic graphene sheet height, width, and displacement of l xl 0 '_ nm, lxl06 nm, and 100 nm (corresponding to global uniaxial and shear strains of 0.01%), respectively. For both models, the total strain energy of each element was calculated for the given boundary conditions, then summed to obtain the strain energy of the entire RVE model. A systematic variation of thickness was used to calculate the strain energy of the equivalent plate, andaniterativeprocesswasusedto find the critical thickness(accurateto 0.01nm) thatresulted in the equivalence of the strainenergiesof thetrussandequivalent-plate models.
Discussion
Using It may be assumed that the Young's modulus of a carbon nanotube can be calculated using:
where ,4"' is the cross-sectional area of the hollow continuum cylinder with a constant mid-plane radius, r'. The inner radius, r", and outer radius, r', of the tube are:
where t is the wall thickness. The cross-sectional area of the hollow continuum cylinder is:
The calculated cross-sectional areas are shown in (2) face (1) face ( 
